C-TAB

Agile Voyage
Planning System
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Create Passage Plans on the go
View your licensed ENC’s
Automated Hazard Checking
Aid to navigation when ECDIS fails
Built in free weather service by NOAA
Download updates via the internet
DNV-GL Approved software
Display Piracy information
Integrated ADP products overlay

The Chart Track C-Tab offers ship crews the power to create fully
comprehensive passage plans anywhere and at any time on the
vessel. All AVCS charts purchased for your ship are displayed in a
well organized ENC viewer and allows for the passage plans to be
automatically hazard checked, just as the ECDIS would.
In addition to viewing the charts, layers such as ADRS, ATT, ADLL,
Piracy and weather are available for use, from the preinstalled
EasyNav software. Adding the Instrumentation license pack allows
the C-Tab to function exactly like the ECDIS on board, ensuring the
availability of navigational means, even if all else fails.
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Sturdy design
Protected from falling damage
Convenient hand strap
Built in table mount
360 degrees rotation
High durability screen protector
Dust and droplet proof
Individual silicon port covers

Not only is the C-Tab your mobile solution to passage
planning and hazard checking, it is also designed to be
used in a marine environment. With its military grade
protective case, it is safe to use on board your vessel.
The case provides ample protection for most
occasional incidents and is agile in every sense of the
word. It’s a must have tool for maritime professionals
that don’t want to be restricted to any one place on
their ship during the preparation of their voyages.
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Since 1999, Chart Track has been successfully assisting Mariners
to sail safely and efficiently.

Agile voyage planning tools, developed by mariners, for
mariners.

For more information please contact your chart agent

www.charttrack.com

